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tubing, and may be of round rectangular or 
other cross section as convenience may dictate, 
Journaled on the pin 5'and extending into the 

cylinder is a piston comprising a Connecting-rod 
9, rigidly secured to a pistom head 10. The lat? 
ter is preferably relatively thin and flat and fits 
within,the cylinder with sufficient clearance so 
that it may tilt freely without binding It is 
preferably although not necessarily provided 
with a cup 1eather II,which forms aseal with the 
wall of the cylinder The cup leathermay be of 
leather rawhide fiber or other conventional 
material. - 

In the form of the invention illustrated in Fig? 
ure 1, the piston head is disposed at an oblique 
angle to the piston rod This angle may be re 
ferred to as the “fixed angle” or angle of cock, 
and measuredasbetween the axis of the connect? 
ing-rod and a perpendicular erected to the face 
of the piston: The propermagnitude ofthe fixed 
angle is dependent on the length of the connect 
ing-rod and the throw of the crank, and is pref 
erably such that the plane of the piston headis 
normal to the Cylinder axis when the piston is in 
the position shown in the drawing by the full 
line, 1. e., when the piston has completed ap? 
proximately one-half of the Compression Stroke, 
it being noted that the cyiinder in this case is 
mounted with its axis perpendicular to and in 
tersecting the axis of the drive crank It fol? 
1ows from this arrangement that immediatelythe 
piston passes beyond this midpoint of its down 
stroke it starts to tilt, the tilt increasing to that 
shown in the dotted line 12 of Figure 1 at the end 
of the stroke Up to theend of the down stroke 
the cupleatherhas remainedin contact with the 
cylinder wall, compressing the air beneath it. 
Beyond this point the tilt continues to increase, 
50that one edge of the piston headclearsthe wall 
during the greater portion of the return stroke, 
permitting the air to flow past its edge and thus 
acting as an intake valve This situation is 

?shown by the dot-and-dash lines l4 of the figure. 
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The operation and effectiveness of the device 
depend on the asymmetric tilting of the piston 
on the two strokes of the pump. Thus during 
the compression or down stroke the angle of tilt 
as between the piston headand the perpendicular 
to the axis of the cylinder is relatively Small so 
that the cup washer I I, owing to its slight flexi 
bility maintains contact with the wall during 
gubgtantially the entire stroke At the bottom 
of the strokethetilt rapidlyincreases, the washer 
breaking its contact with one side of the cylin? 
der before the piston has risen appreciably and 
thegapthusformedremainsopenduringtheen 
ttre intake or up stroke At the top of the stroke 

down troke Where the diameter of the cylin 
der is karge the mere diference in area of the 
pening betweenthepiston and the cyinderwalls 
tbetwogtrokes is gumclent to allow operation 
the device without a cup washer although 
redoced emgleney Por best operation how 

6Ver, the cup Washer should be used, and the 
amount of tilt should be so related to the fiexi 
bility of the waaher as to obtain the conditions 
Por the condition of maximum efüciency the 

clearance between the piston head and the cyl 
?nderheadat-thelower limit ofthestroke should 

75 
be a minimum Por this reason it is preferable 
to form the lower cylinder head I5 with an in 

2,023,436 
clined surface, the degree of inclination being 
substantially equaltothefixedangle of the piston 
head to the Connecting-rod. 
The outlet valve of the pump may Conveniently 

be carried bythe lower cylinder head. A conven? 
tionaltype of valve is shown a valve seat 16being 
threaded into an opening through the block 15. 
The valve 17 is held against the seat by a spring 
19. Connection .with the receiver is made 
through a nipple 20 and elbow 2f. 
The shape of the piston head must of Course, 

correspond substantially with the cross Section 
of the Cylinder As has been stated above, the 
Cylinder may be round, Square or rectangular, 
or, in fact, of any shape A Square or rectangu? 
lar piston has the advantage of giving the maxi? 
mum area of Opening between the piston and 
Cylinder wall with a minimum differential in 
the amount of tilt. On the other hand it is 
somewhat more difficult to maintain a good Seal 
at the corners of a cylinder havinginteriorangles, 
and a round Cylinder and piston isadvantageous 
from this point of view Both types of cylinder 
have been usedin practice and have shown ap 
proximately the same efficiency Because of its 
ease in manufacture the round cylinderis proba? 
blyto be preferred but thisis a matter which does 
not essentially affect the invention. 

It will be observed that the operation of the 
device depends upon the rocking of the plston 
through a cycle concurrent and synchronous 
with its cycle of reciprocation through an arC 
which is asymmetrical with respect to the Cylin 
der axis. Where this.rocking is achieved in the 
obvious manner, 1. e., by the use of a rigid Con 
nectionbetweenthe piston head and the connect 
ing rod?this involves as a corollary the fact that 
the piston headistiltedat an oblique angle to the 
axis ofthe cylinderwhenat the end ofthestroke. 
Another arrangement wherein the condition 

mentioned may be fulfilled is shown in the dia? 
grammatic drawing of Figure 3. In thls case the 
cylinder 6” is tilted with respect to the normal 
throughtheaxisof rotation of the crank?i.e. the 
axis of the cylinder is tangent to a circle drawn 
with the axis ofrotation of the crankas a center. 
Under these circumstances the connecting-rod 9” 
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ismounted perpendicularto the plston head 10' 
?The attitude of the piston on the return stroke 
is shown by the dot-and-dash line I2". 
The actual magnitude of the tilt used depends 

very largely on the dimensions of the pump and 
upon the method of obtalning the seal In the 
type shown in Figure 1, where a Cup leather is 
employed, the fixed angle of the piston headwith * 
respecttotheconnecting-rodmaybeevengreater 
than the maximum angle between the connect? 
ing-rod and the cylinder axis, So that the piston 
head at no time becomes perpendicular to the 
axis. Thus one successful pump utilizing this 
form of seal was built with a one inch Crank 
throw a six and one-quarter inch connecting? - 
rod andwith thepistonheadatfourteendegrees 
from the perpendicular to the connecting-rod, 
whereasothers with stiffercupleathers andwith 
.the same length connecting-rod and crank throw 
haveutilizedanangleoftiltfromtheperpendicu 
Iar of about ten degrees, as shown in the draw 
ing This would correspond in the form of de 
vice shown in F"gure 3, to an angle of tilt of the 
cylinderwith respect to a perpendicular dropped 
from the crankaxisto the center of the lower 
cylinder head varying between fourteen and ten 
degrees, the angle of the lower piston head being 75 




